
Algorithms Example Sheet 6: Core

Questions

Solution Notes

Dynamic Array

Exercise 6.C.1 Consider the dynamic array from section 7.3 in lecture notes, but suppose that when
the array needs to be expanded we multiply the capacity by a constant factor k > 1 rather than doubling.
What is wrong with the following argument?
�De�ne the potential to be Φ = 2n − ℓ, where n is the number of items and ℓ is the capacity, with the

special case Φ = 0 when n = 0. In the case where we don't need to expand the array, true cost is O (1)
and ∆Φ = 2 so amortized cost is O (1). In the case where we do need to expand the array, say from

ℓ = n to ℓ = kn, true cost is O (n) and ∆Φ = 2∆n − ∆ℓ = 2 − (k − 1)n, so the amortized cost is

O (n+ (1− k)n) = O ((2− k)n). If k ≥ 2 the amortized cost is O (1), and if k < 2 the amortized cost is

O (n).�

[Exercise 5 in Lecturer's handout]

The capacity could be k · n, hence when k > 2, Φ < 0, which is not possible.
Another problem is that the constants do not match. To �x this, we let c · n (for constant c > 0) be the cost
of moving n items to a new array of length k · n. Then, de�ne

Φ :=
c

k − 1
· (k · n− ℓ),

where n is the number of items and ℓ is the capacity.
Then we consider the two cases for append:

� Append without expansion: The capacity remains the same and the number of items increases by 1,
so

c′1 = 1 +∆Φ =
c

k − 1
· (k(n+ 1)− ℓ)− c

k − 1
· (kn− ℓ) =

c

k − 1
= O (1) .

� Append with expansion: The capacity changes from n to kn and the number of items increases by 1,
so

c′2 = ckn+ 1 +∆Φ

= ckn+ 1 +
c

k − 1
· (k · (n+ 1)− kn)− c

k − 1
· (k · n− n)

= ckn+ 1 +
ck

k − 1
− ckn

= 1 +
ck

k − 1
= O (1) .

Exercise 6.C.2 Consider the dynamic array from section 7.3 in lecture notes.
(a) What is wrong with the following argument?

�Suppose the array starts with n = 2m items, and is at capacity. A single append will require

copying these n items. The fundamental rule of amortized analysis is that the true cost of any

sequence of operations is ≤ the sum of their amortized costs. Since a sequence consisting of a

single append can cost Ω(n), it follows that the amortized cost of append is Ω(n).�

[Exercise 6 in Lecturer's handout]

(b) How can you rede�ne the potential function so that the analysis is valid?
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Being able to start from an arbitrary con�guration and do one step is equivalent to measuring the worst-case
time complexity which is Ω(n) for the dynamic array. Expensive operations are averaged out simpler/less
expensive operations.

Exercise 6.C.3 Consider the dynamic array from section 7.3 in lecture notes, but suppose that when
the array needs to be expanded we add a constant k ≥ 1 to capacity rather than multiplying.
(a) Show that the aggregate cost of appending n items is Ω(n2).

(b) An engineer friend tells you excitedly that they have found a cunning potential function that proves
that the amortized cost of appending an item is O (1). Explain why your friend must be mistaken.

(c) Your friend gives the following proof. Where is the �aw?

�We will add a term to the potential function, measuring how far each item is from the tail end of

the array. Speci�cally, for a dynamic array with n items indexed by 0 ≤ i < n, and capacity ℓ ≥ n,
let the potential be

Φ = 2n− 1

k

n−1∑
i=0

(ℓ− i).

�For example, with k = 2, a dynamic array holding n = 2 items with capacity ℓ = 4 has potential

Φ = 2 × 2 − (4 + 3)/2 = 1/2. When we add an item without expanding capacity, ∆Φ ≤ 2 so

appending is O (1). When we expand capacity, the cost of copying n items is O (n), and Φ decreases

by nk/k = n because ℓ has increased by k; hence expanding capacity is O (1).�

[Exercise 7 in Lecturer's handout]

(a) Every k items we are copying all items into a new array. This takes k+2k+3k+4k+5k+ . . .+n/k+n =
k · (1 + 2 + 3 + . . .+ n/k) = k · n/k · (n/k + 1)/2 = n · (n/k + 1)/2 ≤ n2/(2k) = Ω(n2).

(b) Our friend is mistaken because in ?? we showed an Ω(n2) lower bound over n steps. The amortised O (1)
cost would imply a O (n) upper bound (using the aggregate analysis inequality).

(c) This potential is negative since
∑n−1

i=0 (ℓ− 1) = Ω(n2), which is not allowed.

Fibonacci Heaps

Recommended reading:

� CLRS Chapter 19

Exercise 6.C.4 [Fibonacci Heaps]
(a) What do the Fibonacci heaps do better than binomial heaps and in what sense?

(b) Give an outline for how Fibonacci heaps work.

(c) Give an outline for proving the guarantees for Fibonacci heaps.

(d) What are the implications for �nding shortest paths and MSTs?

Exercise 6.C.5 Consider a binary heap. Find a sequence of N items such that inserting them all takes
Ω(N logN) elementary operations.

[Exercise 1 in Lecturer's handout]

Exercise 6.C.6 An engineer friend tells you excitedly that they have been studying the binary heap and
they have found a cunning potential function that proves that the amortized costs of push and popmin

are O (1) and O (logN) respectively. (The big-O expressions are asymptotic in N , the number of items
in the heap.)
Given N , construct a sequence comprising m1 push and m2 popmin operations, for which the heap size
never exceeds N and for which the total cost is Ω((m1 +m2) logN).
Hence explain carefully why your friend is mistaken. [Hint: You can choose m1 and m2 freely, and they
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are allowed to depend on N . Use your answer to Exercise 5.]

[Exercise 15 in Lecturer's handout]

Exercise 6.C.7 Give a sequence of operations that would result in a Fibonacci heap of this shape. (The
three darker nodes are losers.) What is the shortest sequence of operations you can �nd?

[Exercise 10 in Lecturer's handout]

A possible sequence is the following:

Exercise 6.C.8 Prove the result from Section 7.8 of the handout, namely, that in a Fibonacci heap with
n items the maximum degree of any node is O (log n). Must it be a root node that has maximum degree?

[Exercise 11 in Lecturer's handout]

Exercise 6.C.9 Consider a Fibonacci heap on which we have only performed push() and popmin().
Show that, after the cleanup part of popmin, the heap has the form of a binomial heap.

[Exercise 17 in Lecturer's handout]

Exercise 6.C.10 In a Fibonacci heap, can a node x acquire a child node y, then lose it, then gain it
again? [In the complexity analysis of the Fibonacci heap, we carefully wrote �children . . . in the order of

when they last became children of x.� This question explains why we needed the word `last'.]

[Exercise 18 in Lecturer's handout]

Exercise 6.C.11 In the Fibonacci heap, suppose that decreasekey() only cuts out (if necessary) the
node whose key has been decreased, i.e. it doesn't use the loser �ag and it doesn't recursively inspect
the node's parents. Show that it would be possible for a node with n descendants to have Ω(n) children.

[Exercise 19 in Lecturer's handout]

Disjoint sets

Recommended reading:

� CLRS Chapter 21

� Je� Errickson's notes
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Exercise 6.C.12 [Disjoint Sets]
(a) Which operations does the disjoint set data structure support?

(b) How does it support each of the operations?

(c) What is the time complexity for each of the operations?

(d) Implement the disjoint set data structure. You may want to test your implementation on [CSES
Road Construction].

(a) It supports maintaining groups of elements (starting with each element being in its own group) and
allowing for merging the groups containing two elements u and v into a single group (merge(u, v)) and
�nding the root of the group in which an element belongs to (get_set_with(u)).

(b) Read the relevant lecture notes.

(c) Using the weighted union and the lazy forest approach, merge and get_set_with takes α(n) amortised
time, where α is the inverse Ackermann function.

(d) Here is the extract from the Kruskal's implementation that we used in Example Sheet 5.

/* Implementation of the union -find data structure. */

struct UnionFind {

/* The parent of the node. */

std::vector <int > parent;

/* The size of the component rooted at that node.

(only valid if this is the root. */

std::vector <int > sz;

int findParent(int x) {

if (parent[x] == x) return x;

return parent[x] = findParent(parent[x]);

}

bool areConnected(int a, int b) {

int pA = findParent(a), pB = findParent(b);

return pA == pB;

}

void unite(int a, int b) {

int pA = findParent(a), pB = findParent(b);

if (pA == pB) return;

if (sz[pA] < sz[pB]) {

parent[pA] = pB;

} else {

parent[pB] = pA;

if (sz[pA] == sz[pB]) ++sz[pA];

}

}

UnionFind(int n) : parent(n, 0), sz(n, 0) {

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {

parent[i] = i;

}

}

};

Exercise 6.C.13 In the �at forest implementation of disjoint set, using the weighted union heuristic,
prove the following:
(a) After an item has had its `parent' pointer updated k times, it belongs to a set of size ≥ 2k.

(b) If the disjoint set has N items, each item has had its `parent' pointer updated O (logN) times.

(c) Starting with an empty disjoint set, and assuming the number of items added is ≤ N , show that
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any sequence of m operations takes O (m+N logN) time in aggregate.

[Exercise 13 in Lecturer's handout]

(a) Consider an arbitrary item u. Each time its parent is updated it means that we merged it with a larger
set, hence the size of its set at least doubled. With this observation the claim follows by induction:

Base case: For k = 0, the element belongs to a set of at least one element (trivially).

Induction case: Assume true for k, then the size of its set is at least 2k. Hence, when its parent changed,
it means that it got merged with a set containing more elements. Hence, there are at least 2k+2k = 2k+1

elements, and so the claim is true for k + 1.

(b) It follows from ??. If the parent is updated more than k > log2 n times, then its set contains at least
2k > 2log2 n = n items. This is not possible since there are in total n items.

(c) For each item, the parent pointers can be updated at most log2 n times as shown above. After the
�rst update each subsequent get_set_with takes O (1) time. Each merge takes constant time plus two
get_set_with queries.

Hence, on aggregate for m operations they take O (m+N log2 N) time.

Note: One can make this even tighter (see the further reading handout).
(Alternative solution � Thanks to Dr Thomas Sauerwald):
Consider the potential function

Φ(xt) =
∑
i∈nt

(log2 n− log2 size(x
t
i)),

where xt
i is the group containing i at time step t and size(xt

i) is the size of the set. Consider the following
operations:

� merge(u, v): Let s1 = size(u) and s2 = size(v) and wlog assume that s1 ≤ s2. Then log2 s2 ≤ log2(s1+s2)
and 1 + log2 s1 = log2(2s1) ≤ log2(s1 + s2). So, we have,

c′m = cm +∆Φ

= s1 + s1 log2 s1 + s2 log2 s2 − (s1 + s2) · log2(s1 + s2)

= s1(log2 s1 + 1) + s2 log2 s2 − (s1 + s2) · log2(s1 + s2)

≤ s1 log2(s1 + s2) + s2 log2(s1 + s2)− (s1 + s2) · log2(s1 + s2)

= 0 ≤ log2 n.

� add(u): Note that log2(n+ 1)− log2 n = log2(1 + 1/n) ≤ log2 2 = 1, so

c′a = ca + n · (log2(n+ 1)− log2 n) + log2 n ≤ 2 + log2 n.

Hence, the aggregate costs are O(log2 N), where N is the total items in the data structure.
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